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Abstract: Approximate computing has been a good paradigm of energy-efficient accelerator design.
Accurate and fast error estimation is critical for appropriate approximate techniques selection so that
power saving (or performance improvement) can be maximized with acceptable output quality in
approximate accelerators. In the paper, we propose HEAP, a Holistic Error assessment framework
to characterize multiple Approximate techniques with Probabilistic graphical models (PGM) in a
joint way. HEAP maps the problem of evaluating errors induced by different approximate techniques
into a PGM issue, including: (1) A heterogeneous Bayesian network is represented by converting an
application’s data flow graph, where various approximate options are {precise, approximate} two-state
X*-type nodes, while input or operating variables are {precise, approximate, unacceptable} three-state
X-type nodes. These two different kinds of nodes are separately used to configure the available
approximate techniques and track the corresponding error propagation for guaranteed configurability;
(2) node learning is accomplished via an approximate library, which consists of probability mass
functions of multiple approximate techniques to fast calculate each node’s Conditional Probability
Table by mechanistic modeling or empirical modeling; (3) exact inference provides the probability
distribution of output quality at three levels of precise, approximate, and unacceptable. We do a
complete case study of 3 × 3 Gaussian kernels with different approximate configurations to verify
HEAP. The comprehensive results demonstrate that HEAP is helpful to explore design space for
power-efficient approximate accelerators, with just 4.18% accuracy loss and 3.34 × 105 speedup on
average over Mentor Carlo simulation.

Keywords: error assessment; approximate computing; probabilistic graphical models; multiple
approximations

1. Introduction

Power and energy efficiency have motivated the coming forth of new approximate techniques
for designing accelerators for applications with inherent resilience to errors [1]. By relaxing the
quality of output results in image processing, data mining, pattern recognition applications, imprecise
calculation, storage and communication can achieve more power saving and performance improvement.
This approximate computing paradigm can be applied in different components of application-specified
accelerators with different quality-power (or performance) tradeoffs at different abstractions layers [2].
There have been a variety of approximate techniques proposed for gaining power saving or performance
improvement, which cover all the sites in approximate computing [3–17], approximate storage [18–30],
and approximate communication [31–36]. How to utilize these approximate techniques is a significant
issue for designing a cost-effective approximate accelerator.
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Error assessment (In the paper, error assessment is to evaluate the actively induced errors impacts
on application output quality, where an approximate accelerator adopts some approximate techniques
to gain power saving or performance. It is different from the random soft errors caused by high
energy particles. Error assessment, error analysis, and error estimation are interchanged to use in
the following paper) of approximate accelerators is critical for appropriate approximate techniques
selection to maximize the power saving or performance improvement with acceptable output quality.
Two kinds of approaches are usually used to characterize the error impacts of approximate techniques
on final output quality. First is Mentor Carlo simulation to capture dynamic execution of applications
exactly in approximate architectures. It often uses a large number of simulations to get the accurate
statistical results [37–39]. This general-purpose approach provides dependable estimation, but requires
too much time. The other is fast analytical modeling to characterize applications’ output quality in the
underlying approximate architectures. It calculates the output quality of approximate configuration
with a few formulas very quickly. However, these analytical models are usually limited to certain
approximate sites such as approximate adders or approximate multipliers for calculation [40,41],
approximate SRAM/DRAM/SSD/PCM [42–45] for storage, and approximate data transmission for
communication [31–36]. Particularly, there are a variety of accuracy-power/performance tradeoffs for a
specified approximate component. For example, approximate GeAr [15] performs an n-bit addition
using multiple sub-adders of smaller size. The most significant r-bits of the sub-adders are considered
as resultant bits and used in the result, while the remaining p-bits, the pervious bits, are used to
estimate the carry propagation to upper bits. Different parameters (n,r,p) can be configured as different
approximate cases. Therefore, the analytical models are fast but hard extensions from local component
to the whole architecture directly.

From the above analysis, analytical modeling is faster than Mentor Carlo simulation, and more
suitable for early design of approximate accelerator. To break the limits of the traditional analytical
modeling only for components, the probabilistic approach is a good alternative [46]. Several probabilistic
methods for error estimation in approximate adders or precise scaling have been presented
recently [47–49]. The error impacts of approximate adders are evaluated by a compiler-driven error
propagation and analysis approach in [47]. Error propagation rules are defined according to the different
instruction types, and then Depth-First Search algorithm is used to merge the probability mass functions
of all nodes through traversing the application’s data flow graph. Precision scaling is characterized
by a Bayesian probabilistic approach to predict the relation between component-level functional
approximation and application-level accuracy [48]. Each node is a three-state variable of precise,
approximate, and unacceptable to represent the precise scaling well. The Bayesian based prediction
of [48] is further extended to evaluate any application accuracy and support design exploration well
in [49]. High accuracy and low computational time make this Bayesian probabilistic modeling attractive
for assessing approximate techniques. However, the mixture of multiple approximate techniques can
exploit the fine-grain quality-power tradeoffs, but has not been considered completely.

As a supplementary work to the existing probabilistic approaches, this paper proposes HEAP,
a Holistic Error assessment framework to characterize multiple Approximate techniques with
Probabilistic graphical models (PGM) for application-specified accelerator design. We firstly construct
a unified Bayesian network via static application behavior analysis, and then can use mechanistic
modeling or simulation driven empirical modeling for PGM node parameters learning of conditional
probabilities tables (CPT). Finally, the probability of output quality at different levels can be calculated
through exact inference fast and accurately. The main contributions of our work are:

(1) Unified assessment of multiple approximate techniques via PGM. We map error analysis of
multiple approximations into a general PGM issue and propose a configurable framework HEAP
for assessing various approximate techniques via PGM representation, learning, and inference.
The heterogeneous Bayesian representation includes two types of nodes, which can configure
approximations and track error propagation, respectively. Node learning is accomplished by
mechanistic modeling or simulation driven empirical modeling to fill the CPTs of all nodes.
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Exact inference can maintain the high accuracy and fast speed of error assessment for multiple
approximate techniques.

(2) Design exploration of approximate accelerators through flexible tradeoffs. Using the fast and
accurate HEAP approach, the best combination of approximate techniques can be selected
to maximize the power saving or performance improvement with guaranteed output quality.
The configurability of proposed HEAP makes approximate techniques selection easy and efficient.

(3) Comprehensive verification by a case study of 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel. The comprehensive results
demonstrate that the proposed HEAP achieves 4.18% accuracy loss and 3.34 × 105 speedup on
average over Mentor Carlo simulation (1,000,000 samples) and good flexibility in exploiting
fine-grain quality-power tradeoffs of multiple approximate techniques. A combined approximate
configuration of approximate adder, criticality-aware data cache, and dual-voltage approximate
communication performs the maximum power saving under guaranteed output quality.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Firstly, introduction and related work are described
in Sections 1 and 2, respectively. Next, Section 3 details the proposed framework HEAP, including
unified PGM structure construction via static application behavior analysis, node learning for CPTs to
characterize approximate techniques, and exact inference to calculate the probability of output quality
at three levels. Then, the experiment configuration and results are presented in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Related work

In this section, we introduce the related works on a variety of approximate techniques in Section 2.1
and error estimation methods for approximate techniques in Section 2.2, respectively.

2.1. Approximate Techniques

To exploit the inherent error tolerance of applications, various approximate computing approaches
are proposed via relaxing the reliability actively for higher performance and lower power consumption.
According to the approximate sites, these approximate techniques can be classified into three categories:

(1) Approximate computing. Approximate computing can be achieved by software or hardware.
The high-level approximate software can be exploited in a more flexible way, such as approximate
aware high-level synthesis [3], neural acceleration for general approximate programs [4],
optimization of approximate kernels [5], and floating point [6]. Unlike these approximate software
solutions, approximate hardware techniques usually exploit the fine-grain approximation at
architecture-level or circuit-level. Recent approximate architectures include SAGE [7], DES [8],
SNNAP [9], Neutralizer [10], Brainiac [11], precimonious [12], neural acceleration for GPU [13],
and accelerators for machine learning [14]. Approximate circuits focus on the often-used functional
units such as approximate adders or approximate multipliers [15–17].

(2) Approximate storage. All layers of the memory hierarchy are covered, including cache, memory,
and storage. The approximate caches aim at optimizing the access performance and reducing
the cache miss overhead as well as some new types of devices, such as RFVP [18], load
value approximation [19], Texture Cache [20], a tunable cache [21], STAxCache [22], Dynamic
Energy-Quality [23], and Scratchpad Memory optimize [24]. Approximate memory structures
are also proposed by dividing the data into the critical and uncritical regions. The uncritical data
region can be set at a lower refresh rate for energy saving, or the potential of Multi-Level Cell is
considered, such as Flikker [25] and DrMP [26]. Approximate storage is often for larger capacity
for high-density image storage [27–30].

(3) Approximate communication. Approximate Communication techniques are required to reduce
communication bottlenecks in large scale parallel systems. The recent survey of approximate
communication points that most of the existing techniques related to approximate computing
and storage can help to reduce the communication pressure indirectly. The compression,
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value approximation, and relaxed synchronization are the popular techniques for approximate
communication. The actual approximate communication architectures for parallel system have
come out lately. The approximate bus [31] and network on chip architectures [32–36] are
proposed for higher network throughput using the critical feature of data type information or
dual scaling voltage.

All these carefully designed approximate approaches need fast and accurate error evaluation to
verify their effectiveness on exchanging acceptable output quality loss for power or performance benefits.

2.2. Error Estimation Methods

Before designing application-specified approximate accelerators, approximate area recognition is
needed to determine the latent approximate locations. After finishing approximate accelerator design,
approximate evaluation is required to confirm the guaranteed output quality. The central task of
the two aspects is fast and accurate error assessment of various approximate techniques. The error
estimation methods for approximate diagram are often classified into two branches:

(1) Mentor Carlo simulation. Mentor Carlo simulation can be further classified into three categories
for evaluating approximate techniques: Random, representative, and equivalent. The random
way is easy to implement, but low efficiency [1], while the selective representations are usually
based on application characterization such as ARC proposed by Chippa [2]. The equivalence based
Relyzer [37] uses the static analysis of flow control and dynamic analysis of data flow to capture
the similarity degree of different instructions for fewer simulations with fault injection and higher
efficiency. On the base of the existing Relyzer, Approxilyzer [38] and gem5-approxilyzer [39] were
proposed via exploiting the one bit upset affecting the application-level output quality. However,
the optimized Mentor Carlo simulation is still time consuming due to unavoidable simulations.

(2) Analytical modeling. All levels in a design stack can use analytical modeling for fast error
assessment. High-level program analysis approaches are presented for specific program or
code. These methods almost are based on the grammar and semantics analysis, so that they can
provide higher efficiency [6]. Low-level approximate circuits are modeled based on a lookup
table technique, which characterizes the statistical properties of approximate hardware and
uses a regression-based technique for composing statistics to formulate output quality [40,50].
An analytical error analysis approach for approximate adders can predict, evaluate, and compare
the accuracy of various approximate adders and multipliers [41,51]. These existing works mostly
focus on low-level error estimation or high-level program analysis.

To both keep the fast speed of analytical modeling and achieve the complete error estimation
from various approximate techniques to quality of application output, probabilistic methods have
been presented to address the error estimation for approximate computing diagram from a new
perspective [46–49]. Preliminary information is provided on a cross-layer framework built on top of a
Bayesian model designed to perform component-based reliability analysis of complex systems [46].
A compiler-driven error analysis methodology defines the computing rules of error propagation
for different kinds of instruction operations and evaluates the behavior of errors generated from
approximate adders in the design of approximate accelerators [47]. Another probabilistic approach
predicts the relation between component-level functional approximation and application-level accuracy
by precision scaling in a Bayesian network [48,49]. These probabilistic approaches inspired us to
design a PGM based configurable framework, HEAP, for fast and accurate error assessment of multiple
approximate techniques.

Compared with these probabilistic approaches, the proposed HEAP provides a holistic framework
for multiple approximate techniques, which can be instanced as one configuration for approximate
adders [47] or precision scaling [48,49]. Additionally, the case study of 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel and
various results can prove the effectiveness of mapping error assessment problem into a general PGM
issue. HEAP can also integrate some dynamic simulation information instead of purely mechanistic
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modeling to further reduce estimation accuracy loss by 1.61%, which is up to 98–99% accuracy as is
provided in [49]. Moreover, HEAP can assist approximate accelerator design well through selecting
the mixture of multiple approximate techniques in a configurable way easily and efficiently. Therefore,
to the best of our knowledge, the proposed HEAP is the first to tackle the error assessment of multiple
approximate techniques with a joint PGM framework as Section 3 describes, and proves fast and
accurate error estimation for assisting cost-effective approximate accelerators design as Section 4 shows.

3. Proposed framework HEAP

In this section, we detail HEAP the error assessment framework of multiple approximate
techniques for application-specified accelerators. First, the general PGM concept is briefly introduced
in Section 3.1. Next, the proposed HEAP framework overview is described in Section 3.2. Then, HEAP
three components design is detailed in Section 3.3.

3.1. General PGM Concept

Generally, a complete PGM framework is composed of three parts: Representation, learning,
and inference [52].

Representation. This is the fundamental and critical factor for a PGM framework and includes
directed graphical models (Bayesian networks in Figure 1a) and undirected graphical models (Markov
Random Fields in Figure 1b). In general, a PGM defines a family of probability distributions that can
be represented in terms of a graph. Nodes in graph correspond to random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn;
the graph structure translates into statistical dependencies (among such variables) that drive the
computation of joint, conditional, and marginal probabilities of interest. For example, in Figure 1a,
the joint probability or Bayesian factorization is described by the conditional probabilities in Equation (1)
as follows:

P(X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) = P(X1)P(X2|X1)P(X3|X1)P(X5|X2)P(X4
∣∣∣X2, X3) (1)
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Learning phase. The learning graphic model from data is another important concept for the
factorization of the distribution. Learning structure and learning parameters are the two most basic
learning tasks as follows:

• Structure learning. As Figure 1a shows, the deterministic Bayesian graph determines the structure
in PGM. Without the structure, the joint probability cannot be expressed by the reduced conditional
probabilities for the unknown dependencies. Therefore, it is very critical to get the structure
accurately for correct factorization.

• Parameter learning. The parameters denote the required CPT for the joint probabilities’ calculation.
Here, we assume the conditional probability will follow the Bernoulli distribution for the
approximation induced bits upset. E.g., the node X4 in Figure 1 has three parents. It depends on
X1, X2, X3, which means the unknown parameters determine the probability of each case.
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Inference phase. Based on the available structure and node information, using a given algorithm
(e.g., variable elimination and conditioning) for exact inference, we can determine the required marginal
probabilities. For example, the marginal probability can be expressed as: P(X4 = X5 = 0 |X1 = 1) =

P(X1, X2, X3, X4, X5). Then, the probability can be determined from the conditional probabilities based
on node parameters via the aforementioned efficient inference algorithms.

3.2. HEAP Overview

The proposed HEAP can solve the error assessment of multiple approximate techniques via PGM
in a joint way. We choose to work within the PGM framework, because this offers unique advantages:
(1) Efficiency potential because of PGM low complexity for the high dimensional dependencies
converted into small factorization; (2) modularity for easily integrating existing evaluation methods of a
single approximate techniques into the PGM modules; (3) perfect match due to the application-specified
data flow graph fulfilling the conditional independences.

Based on the above general PGM concept, we map the error propagation due to multiple
approximate techniques into the PGM problem as follows, which includes the instanced three main
components based on PGM flow shows: (1) Mapping the problem into the fundamental PGM
representation; (2) structure and node parameters learning to support the inference; (3) exact inference
to guarantee the estimation accuracy.

As Figure 2 shows, the workflow of HEAP is also composed of three steps. The given input data
flow graph (DFG) of specified application is firstly converted to a heterogeneous Bayesian network
by mapping rules. It is noted that, if the data flow graph is not given directly, open source tool Low
Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) can compile the application C/C++ source code and provide DFG
through intermediate representation (IR) [53]. Based on an available DFG, a Bayesian network is
constructed through the simple mapping rules. Keep the variable nodes with three states {P = precise,
A = approximate, U = unacceptable}, which uses the same handling policy in [48,49]. For example,
X1+ denotes the left sum of a and shift temporary. It has three possible states {P, A, U}. To configure
the multiple approximate sources, the two states {P = precise, A = approximate} nodes are inserted.
For example, X*1+ becomes a new parent of X1+ as a new two states node. More details about the
representation are depicted in Section 3.3.1.

Then, according to the network dependences between nodes and available multiple approximate
techniques, the CPTs are filled with modeling results from approximate library and approximate
configuration in Section 3.3.2.

Finally, variable elimination (VE) algorithm [54] uses the Bayesian network and nodes’ CPT
information to achieve the error distributions via calculating the marginal probability in Section 3.3.3.
For example, the probability of precise output is 100%, while it is only 96% under approximate
adder configuration, even lower in the mixed approximate configurations. Additionally, the power
saving or performance improvement can be further considered to select the appropriate approximate
configuration from possible options.

3.3. HEAP Components

Next, we introduce the details of HEAP’s three components respectively, including Bayesian
network representation, node parameters learning, and exact reference.

3.3.1. Mapping Problem into Bayesian Network Representation

This paper is unlike our previous work [55] using PGM to solve the soft error estimation via basic
Bernoulli distribution, where each node occurs one bit upset or not. Here, we should further consider
the bit upset causes acceptable approximate or not for the control of output quality. Therefore, node
states should be extended to {P = precise, A = approximate, U = unacceptable}. The often-used metric
error distance (ED) determines the node status P, A, or U in Equation (2). The threshold can be set on
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demand, if the error distance between actual value X and approximate value X̃ is 0, the state is P. ED is
less than the threshold, and the node state is identified as A. Otherwise, it is U.

State(X̃)


P i f ED =

∣∣∣∣X − X̃
∣∣∣∣ = 0

A i f ED =
∣∣∣∣X − X̃

∣∣∣∣ < EDthreshhold

U i f ED =
∣∣∣∣X − X̃

∣∣∣∣ ≥ EDthreshhold

(2)
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On the other hand, multiple approximate configurations from different components or different
levels are also characterized by inserting the corresponding nodes into the unified Bayesian network.
These kinds of nodes are different from input, intermediate, or output variables, which have three
states {P, A, U} to pass the error propagation until final output. These approximate technique nodes X∗

follow typical Bernoulli distribution and have two states {P = precise, A = approximate}. As Equation
(3) depicts, if the node value is assigned to A, the approximate technique is activated. Otherwise, P
deactivates the approximate technique.

State(X̃∗)
{

P if X∗ = 1
A if X∗ = 0

(3)

In addition, approximate calculation differs from approximate communication and approximate
storage. The former is influenced by both operator and operands, while the latter has no functional
operation and often changes the value of stored or transmitted variable directly. Consequently,
the approximate calculation, like addition, should append a three-state node for storing the computing
intermediate result. To keep consistent with the realistic scenario, we assume that the approximate
communication and storage are usually configud for input variables.

From the above analysis and description, we can summarize the following three mapping rules
to convert an application specified DFG to a Bayesian network as Figure 3 shows. It is noted that
Figure 3b only shows the mapping result of the dotted region in Figure 3a for good readability.

(1) Each input in DFG is converted to one X-type node with {P, A, U} three states to track the error
propagation, e.g., the node Xvar_a relates to the input variable a;

(2) Each operator in DFG becomes one corresponding variable node X1+ with three states {P, A, U} of
calculation result and one approximate configuration node X*1+ with two states {P, A}. Similarly,
{X1<<, X*1<<}, {X1>>, X*1>>} are the corresponding nodes pair of shift left and shift right operators.
The number 1 represents the count of this same kind of operation for locating itself in a Bayesian
network. Keep the edges between inputs and operator variables like Xvar_a->X1+. The new edge
in bold from the operator configuration node to the operator variable node is also added, e.g.,
X*1+->X1+;

(3) Insert the non-calculation type approximation node and build the directed edges to each input,
e.g., X*s/t_v-> Xvar_a. Varying input and constants are usually handled separately for their different
storage ways, e.g., X*s/t_c-> Xcon_1.

Once we get the Bayesian graph and node information like CPT as Figure 3 shows, the joint
probability is expressed as Equation (4).

P
(
X∗s/t_v, X∗s/t_c, X∗1�, X∗1+, X1�, X1+, Xvar_a, Xvar_b, Xcon_1

)
= P

(
X∗s/t_v

)
P
(
X∗s/t_c

)
P
(
X∗1�

)
P
(
X∗1+

)
P(Xvar_a

∣∣∣∣ X∗s/t_v) P(Xvar_b

∣∣∣∣X∗s/t_v)

P(Xcon_1

∣∣∣∣ X∗s/t_c)P(X1�

∣∣∣∣ Xvar_b, Xcon_1, X∗1�) P(X1+

∣∣∣∣Xvar_a, X1<<, X∗1+)

(4)

Based on the joint probability in the above Equation (4), inference can obtain different marginal
probabilities for multiple approximate configurations. For example, the marginal probability of
output node X1+ with unacceptable results P(X1+ = U |X*s/t_v = X*s/t_c = X*1<< = P, X*1+ = A)
provides the error propagation under approximate addition configuration in accelerator. Similarly,
the marginal probability of output node X1+ with unacceptable results P(X1+ = U |X*s/t_c = X*1<< = P,
X*s/t_v = X*1+ = A) under the mixed configuration of approximate addition and approximate input in
accelerator. The approximate input may be achieved by approximate communication or storage, or
even other equivalent approximate techniques.
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3.3.2. Structure and Node Parameters Learning

This section provides the two learning tasks: Structure learning and node parameters learning
for the following inference. (1) Structure learning. As Figure 3 shows, we use the simple mapping
rules to construct the Bayesian network structure from a determined DFG. Therefore, the application
specified DFG is converted into an exact Bayesian representation for further inference. (2) Node
parameters learning.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 21 
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Figure 3. Error estimation of approximate techniques issue mapped into PGM based framework in 
HEAP. (a) DFG to represent a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel. Variable input a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i should be loaded 
from data storage while 1,2,4 are constant as a part of instruction. Shift left (<<), shift right (>>), and 
addition (+) are operators. The directed edge gives the bearing of data flow; (b) HEAP Bayesian 
network representation. Purple nodes come from DFG completely, while additional pink nodes are 
for approximate communication or storage, and turquoise nodes are inserted for approximate 
calculation. The bold lines are new, while the normal line inherits from DFG.  

Figure 3. Error estimation of approximate techniques issue mapped into PGM based framework in
HEAP. (a) DFG to represent a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel. Variable input a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i should be loaded
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from data storage while 1,2,4 are constant as a part of instruction. Shift left (<<), shift right (>>),
and addition (+) are operators. The directed edge gives the bearing of data flow; (b) HEAP Bayesian
network representation. Purple nodes come from DFG completely, while additional pink nodes are for
approximate communication or storage, and turquoise nodes are inserted for approximate calculation.
The bold lines are new, while the normal line inherits from DFG.

Firstly, the X*-type root nodes are used to configure the possible approximation as described in
Section 3.3.1. This kind of node’s CPT has only two cases, as Figure 3b shows. Precise shift operation is
achieved by setting the CPT of node X*1<< to P(X*1<< = P) = 1, P(X*1<< = A) = 0. If activate approximate
addition, P(X*1+ = P) = 0, P(X*1+ = A) = 1.

The rest X-type nodes’ CPTs are more complex because of dependences from their parents.
Particularly, the mixture of multiple approximate techniques further increases the difficulties of CPT
calculation for X-type nodes. We classify the calculations into six categories according to the number
of imprecise parents and parent type as follows:

(1) All precise (zero imprecise nodes).

If all parent nodes are precise, this part of CPT is determined easily. The current node must
be precise; therefore, the corresponding probability is 1, while the approximate and unacceptable
probabilities are both zero as Figure 3b shows.

(2) Approximate operator.

Considering the variety of multiple approximate techniques, we can model each given approximate
technique through Probability Mass Function (PMF) in greater detail. PMF denotes the probability P of
a discrete random variable X, to be equal to a determined value x. This is expressed as pX(x) = P(X = x).
This mechanistic modeling can be finished by fast theoretical analysis (or use simulation profiling
to build empirical modeling, it is more accurate but time consuming. More related information is
discussed in Section 4.3 and the future work of Section 5). For example, PMF of an 8-bit GeAr adder [15]
in Figure 4 can give the corresponding CPT if two operands are precise. These models of approximate
techniques are stored in an approximate library for reuse.
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Figure 4. 8-bit approximate adder GeAr Probability Mass Function.

When the EDthreshhold is set to 4, the partial information of X1+ can be determined by the first-order
approximate impact in Equation (5). Similarly, the complete CPTs of nodes Xvar_a, Xvar_b, Xcon_1 can
be available. 

P
(
X1+ = P

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = P, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0.95

P
(
X1+ = A

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = P, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0.00

P
(
X1+ = U

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = P, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0.05

(5)
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(3) One imprecise operand.

This calculation is based on operator analysis. log2(EDthreshhold) determines the acceptable lowest
bits upset in X-type node. For example, EDthreshold is set to 4. One bits uet in the lowest 2 bits can be
marked as A, otherwise, it is P. Due to the addition operator in X1+, the same ED is transmitted from
one source operand Xvar_a to the destination operand X1+. The corresponding CPT information can be
determined in Equation (6). However, it is noted that the CPT information should be changed with
the varying operator. For example, if a shift operator, the bits upset from imprecise operand may be
masked and result in a different CPT. Similarly, the unacceptable operand case can be handled.

P
(
X1+ = P

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = A, X∗1+ = P
)
= 0

P
(
X1+ = A

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = A, X∗1+ = P
)
= 1

P
(
X1+ = U

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = A, X∗1+ = P
)
= 0

(6)

(4) Two imprecise operands.

If multiple approximate operands are together, we can finish the CPT calculation through
exhaustion of all possible cases. The process occurs only once, but can be reused many times in the
same kind of operator nodes via an approximate library. For exampl EDthreshholdis set to 4, and Table 1
lists all eighteen cases for X1+ with approximate X1<< as well as approximate Xvar_a. We can find out
three P’s, six U’s, and twelve A’s. Therefore, the CPT information can be determined. This process
also considers the error masking of two concurrent approximations into a precise result in Table 1.
For example, one operand X1<< has positive 1 of ED, while the other Xvar_a has the same negative
value -1. The addition makes the offset of two approximate operands with each other. Similarly,
one approximate plus one unacceptable operand or two unacceptable operands could be handled
in an extended way. The difference lies in CPTs of the two cases, which are influenced by bit
width. Without loss of generality, we give a mechanistic model for an arbitrary bit width n in in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 1. Conditional probabilities table (CPT) calculation under twopproximate operands with addition.

ED(X1<<) ED(Xvar_a) ED(X1+) State of X1+

1 1
0 P

2 A

1 2
1 A

3 A

1 3
2 A

4 U

2 1
1 A

3 A

2 2
0 P

4 U

2 3
1 A

5 U

3 1
2 A

4 U

3 2
1 A

5 U

3 3
0 P

6 U

P: 1.5/9 = 1/6 A: 4.5/9 = 1/2 U:3/9 = 1/3
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Table 2. CPT calculation under one approximate operand plus one unacceptable operand.

ED(X1<<), ED(Xvar_a)
Bit Width

ED(X1+) State of X1+
n 8

ED(X1<<) = 1 ED(Xvar_a) = 4 OR
ED(Xvar_a) = 1 ED(X1<<) = 4

(EDthreashold − 3) × 2 2
3 A

5 U

ED(X1<<) = 2 ED(Xvar_a) = 4,5 OR
ED(Xvar_a) = 2 ED(X1<<) = 4,5 (EDthreashold − 2) × 2 4 1 A

ED(X1<<) = 3 ED(Xvar_a) = 4,5,6 OR
ED(Xvar_a) = 3 ED(X1<<) = 4,5,6 (EDthreashold − 1) × 2 6 2 A

Others (2n
− EDthreashold + 12) ×
(EDthreashold − 1) 744 >3 U

Total (2n
− EDthreashold)(EDthreashold − 1) 756 {P,A,U}

P: 0 A: 11/756 = 0.0145 U:745/756 = 0.9855

Table 3. CPT calculation under two unacceptable operands with addition.

ED(X1<<),
ED(Xvar_a)

Bit Width
ED(X1+) State of X1+

n 8

(2n-EDthreashold)
ED(X1<<) = ED(Xvar_a)

2n
− EDthreashold 252

0 P

2*ED(Xvar_a) U

ED(X1<<)− ED(Xvar_a) = 1 OR
ED(X1<<) − ED(Xvar_a) = −1 2n

− 1-EDthreashold 251 1 A

ED(X1<<) − ED(Xvar_a) = 2 OR
ED(X1<<) − ED(Xvar_a) = −2 2n

− 2-EDthreashold 250 2 A

ED(X1<<) − ED(Xvar_a) = 2 OR
ED(X1<<) − ED(Xvar_a) = −2 2n

− 3-EDthreashold 249 3 A

Others (2n
− EDthreashold) (2n

− EDthreashold − 4) + 6 62502 >3 U

Total (2n
− EDthreashold) × 2 63504 {P,A,U}

P: 126/63504 = 0.002 A: 750/63504 = 0.0012 U: 62628/63504 = 0.986

(5) Approximate operator + one imprecise operand.

The mixture of category (2) and (3) makes this (5). If there is one approximate operand, the CPT
information is determined by its PMF and one approximate operator in Equation (7).

P
(
X1+ = P

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = A, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0.00

P
(
X1+ = A

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = A, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0.95

P
(
X1+ = U

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = A, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0.05

(7)

When there is an unacceptable operand, the CPT information is determined by a higher priority
of status U, and equal to one unacceptable operand in Equation (8).

P
(
X1+ = P

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = U, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0

P
(
X1+ = A

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = U, X∗1+ = A
)
= 0

P
(
X1+ = U

∣∣∣X1� = P, Xvar_a = U, X∗1+ = A
)
= 1

(8)

(6) Approximate operator + two imprecise operands.

The mixture of category (2) and (4) makes this (6). If there are two approximate operands,
the CPT information is determined by weighted computing in Table 4. Similarly, the rest of the cases
can be solved via considering the operator ED with operands ED together, as the CPTs of nodes in
Figure 3b shows.
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Table 4. CPT calculation under two approximate operands with addition.

ED(X1<<) ED(Xvar_a) ED(X*1+) ED(X1+) State of X1+

(0, EDthreashold) (0, EDthreashold) 0(95%)

=0 P(0.95/6)

< = EDthreashold A(0.95/2)

> = EDthreashold U(0.95/3)

(0, EDthreashold) (0, EDthreashold) >3(0.05) > = EDthreashold U(0.05)

P:0.95/6 = 0.16 A:0.95/2 = 0.48 U:0.95/3 + 0.05 = 0.36

Based on the above complete calculation policy of six categories, the local error occurrence
distribution of each approximate technique can be expressed by the node CPT information.
If mechanistic models for some existing approximate techniques are available, they can be reused
directly. If not, the simulation-based profiling can be adopted to achieve the empirical models.
The mechanistic or empirical even hybrid models help to fill the approximate characteristics into CPTs
for the further inference.

3.3.3. Exact VE Inference

Exact variable elimination (VE) [54] is chosen as the inference algorithm in this paper. Because VE
merges and adds a series of decomposition factors one by one in the PGM graph, which can achieve
accurate solutions.

The detailed algorithm description is shown in Figure 5, including four inputs: The conditional
probability table of nodes, that is, the CPTs of all nodes, the observation node X, and the query node
list Y, where Y0 is the observation value corresponding to Y; elimination order; the output is the edge
probability P (X|Y = Y0). More descriptions and accuracy proofs of the VE algorithm can be found
in the literature [54]. The complexity of VE can be measured by the number of times of numerical
multiplication and numerical addition. An optimal elimination order can bring the lowest complexity,
but how to find the optimal elimination order itself is still an NP problem. In this paper, the VE
algorithm uses the topological order that the PGM structure depends on as the elimination order.
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4. Experiments and Results Analysis

4.1. Accuracy and Speed Evaluatoin

To verify the effectiveness of proposed framework HEAP, we implement C++ language-based
Mentor Carlo simulation (MC) with 1000000 samples and proposed framework HEAP using academic
version of PGM library SMILE [56] for 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel, respectively. During the application
execution of MC, we insert the bits upset, following the PMF of configured approximate techniques,
such as approximate adder in Figure 4. Three different configurations are compared between MC and
proposed HEAP in Table 5. It is noted that 1,000,000 samples of MC are divided into 10 groups with
100,000 samples to compute the error bar. The results show the error bar is very small and ranges
from −0.004% to 0.002% around the mean value. The results in Figure 6 show the error distribution
differences between MC and proposed HEAP.

Table 5. Approximate configurations for estimation accuracy and speed comparison.

Approximate Configurations Approximate Techniques ALS

approx_adder Approximate addition for intermediate operation (GeAr adder) 1.53%
approx_s/t_var Approximate communication or storage for Input variables 6.38%

approx_adder+s/t_var Mixture of the above two techniques 4.64%
Average 4.18%
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Figure 6. Estimation accuracy comparison between HEAP and MC.

A new metric, Accuracy Loss Sum (ALS) is defined to measure the output distribution inaccuracy
of proposed HEAP over MC in Equation (9) as follows.

ALS =
∑

i={P,A,U}
abs

(
P(State(outputs) = i)HEAP − P(State(outputs) = i)MC

)
(9)

The ALS values for three approximate configurations are calculated based on Figure 6 and listed
in Table 5. We can figure out that the inaccuracy ranges from 1.53% to 6.38%, and on average 4.18%.
Among of three approximate configurations, approx_adder has the least accuracy loss, down to 1.53%,
while approx_s/t gets the most accuracy loss 6.38%. In HEAP design, Bayesian network and variable
elimination inference are both exact, while the nodes’ CPTs are filled with modeling information in
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Section 3.3. For these experiments, left or right shifters adopt conservative mechanistic modeling.
This handling policy makes undetermined cases in an unacceptable status. The errors in input variables
like a,b,c with approx_s/t_var configuration will propagate to the output through six shifters, while
approx_adder configuration only go through one shifter in the structure of Figure 3a. Therefore, it
is reasonable that the error paths with more nodes related to imprecise shifters modeling will cause
higher accuracy loss. Lower accuracy loss can be achieved by more accurate empirical modeling and
will be discussed in Section 4.3. Additionally, the mixed configuration has a medium accuracy loss
4.64% less than a single configuration of approx_s/t_var. This obviously results from the more accurate
approx_adder modeling.

The estimation speed comparison between proposed HEAP and MC is shown in Figure 7.
1,000,000 samples in MC consumes thousands of seconds, while the proposed HEAP makes good uses
of the high-speed advantage of PGM framework and consumes about 5 milliseconds. Therefore, HEAP
has 334043.6× speedup on average over MC.
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In all, the proposed HEAP provides fast and accurate error assessment, achieving 4.18% accuracy
loss and five orders of magnitudes speedup over MC. Moreover, this configuration approx_s/t_var
of approximate input variables in HEAP can be considered equivalent to precise scaling in [48,49].
The estimation accuracy loss and computational time in millisecond of HEAP mostly keeps the same
magnitude with the works in [48,49]. The tiny accuracy difference mainly results from the calculation
policy of CPTs, our mechanistic modeling versus empirical modeling. This will be further discussed in
Section 4.3.

4.2. Approximate Techniques Selection Using HEAP

Once we confirm the accuracy of proposed framework HEAP, we can use it to do more analysis
so that the good approximate accelerator design can be achieved via balancing output quality and
power saving (or performance improvement) well.

Firstly, we can evaluate each single approximate technique and identify whether it is suitable for
the application-specified fast accelerator. Figure 8 gives the error distributions of approximate storage
or communication, approximate left or right shifter, and one approximate adder. We can figure out
that approximate storage (or communication) and adder are good choices for approximate accelerator,
while shifters bring higher probability of unacceptable output.

Secondly, we explore the approximation degree selection of a single approximate technique.
Figure 9 shows the increasing number of approximate GeAr adder effects on the application specified
accelerator. The X-axis represents the number of approximate adders, while Y-axis represents the
probability of acceptable output. The maximum configuration has three approximate adders to
guarantee a 90% acceptable output. This configuration can be considered the error propagation of
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varying adder number and keep high fidelity, with [47] from the estimation accuracy over Mentor
Carlo simulations.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 21 
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Finally, we explore the combinations of multiple different approximate techniques. Figure 10
show the error distribution results of different mixed approximate configurations in Table 6. All these
configurations can satisfy a 90% acceptable output. To select the best mixture, we can consider the
relevant power saving or performance improvement.
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Table 6. Multiple approximate techniques selection via comparing power.

Type

Approx_s/t_con Approx_s/t_var Approx_adder
Total Number = 8

Approx_sl
Total Number = 5 + 1

Power Saving∑
Wi PiWi Pi Wi Pi Wi Pi Wi Pi

12% 50% 19% 63% 69% × 80% 60% × Pj 69% × 20% 60% × Pj

I
√ √ √

(number = 1,Pj = 1/8) 22%

II
√ √

(number = 1,Pj = 1/6) 13%

III
√ √

(number = 2,Pj = 2/8) 20%

IV
√ √ √

(number = 1,Pj = 1/6) 19%

V
√

(number = 3,Pj = 3/8) 12%

VI
√ √ √

(number = 2,Pj = 2/8) 26%

VII
√

(number = 1,Pj = 1/8)
√

(number = 1,Pj = 1/6) 10%

Here, we assume that the full power breakdown includes 19% memory access, 12% communication,
and 69% computing [57]. This percent is the weight value, denoted as Wi. approx_s/t_var is configured
by approximate data cache [18], and can save power up to 63%, while approx_s/t_con is approximate
communication with about 50% power saving [35]. The power saving percent is denoted as Pi.
Bitwise operation like shift left or shift right is simpler and consumes lower power than addition.
Therefore, we divide the computing power into 80% addition and 20% shift. Each approximate
component is assumed to reduce power by 60% [58]. The number of configuring approximate
components also influences the power saving through Pj. The best mixture of multiple approximate
techniques is composed of two approximate adders, approx_s/t_var and approx_s/t_con. It can provide
a 91.8% acceptable output in Figure 10, with up to 26% power saving through

∑
Wi Pi in Table 6.

These results demonstrate that the mixed configuration can exploit fine-grain tradeoff between output
quality degradation and power saving.

4.3. Discussion About HEAP Optimization

To improve the estimation accuracy, there is no doubt that the more accurate CPT is required.
Simulation based empirical modeling can be used instead of mechanistic modeling. However, it is
noted that the simulation-based modeling consumes more design time and developer efforts. Therefore,
we recommend the hybrid modeling to fill the CPTs, where most information is determined by
mechanistic modeling, and little critical information like one or two approximate operands case can be
handled by simulation profiling. Taking an 8-bit left shifter for example, an empirical modeling policy
is used for two cases: One approximate operand and two approximate operands. The rest keep the
mechanistic modeling. This hybrid modeling reduces average ALS of three configurations in Table 5
down to 1.61%. This result is considerably consistent with 98–99% accuracy of Bayesian modeling
in [49]. The appropriate tradeoffs can be compromised between modeling efforts and effectiveness to
support various approximate techniques.

HEAP has good configurability. Section 4.2 has demonstrated the easy configuration of different
approximate techniques, approximate degree, and a mixture of multiple approximate techniques using
X*-type nodes. Additionally, the X*-type nodes can be modified, inserted, removed, or even merged in
a free-style. For example, the two approximate adders have different PMFs so that their related CPT
will be update and make a new error distribution. If all of the adders adopt a unified configuration, all
of the nodes can be merged into only one. Similarly, other operations can be finished to guarantee the
good configurability. This characteristic of heterogeneous Bayesian network in HEAP can support
arbitrary combination of multiple approximate techniques as Figure 10 and Table 6 gives, where a
single approximate technique is also one particular instance and can also be evaluated very well, as
Figures 8 and 9 shows.
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Therefore, the proposed HEAP provides a fast and accurate error assessment approach to designing
cost-effective approximate accelerators.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a fast and accurate error assessment framework HEAP for approximate
accelerator design that can estimate the probability of multiple approximate technique impacts
on output quality at different levels (precise, approximate, and unacceptable) in a configurable
manner using probabilistic graphical models. HEAP consists of a heterogeneous Bayesian network
representation, which has two different types of nodes, X*-type and X-type, to configure approximate
options and track corresponding error propagation, respectively. This is followed by approximate
library driven node parameters learning, which characterizes the uniform probability mass function
of available approximate techniques through mechanistic models or empirical models. Based on the
ready Bayesian network and node parameters of conditional probability tables, the exact variable
elimination inference can calculate the marginal probability of output quality at three levels of precise,
approximate, and unacceptable under given approximate configurations quickly and accurately.
Compared with Mentor Carlo simulation, the proposed HEAP framework can achieve just 4.18%
accuracy loss and 3.34 × 105 speedup for 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel. The good configurability of HEAP also
makes itself able to estimate different approximate techniques and even their diverse combinations.
Therefore, the proposed HEAP can provide flexible quality-power tradeoffs through estimating multiple
approximate techniques quickly and select the best approximate configuration for maximum power
saving with acceptable output quality.

In the future, HEAP will be extended to support more popular approximate techniques and
exploit fine-grain tradeoff among the variety of combinations efficiently in two directions: (1) Insert
mechanistic and empirical models of more approximate solutions into our existing approximate library
of HEAP for good variety. This work needs the probability mass function of available approximate
options, which should cover as many of the approximate techniques as possible, approximate hardware
architecture or approximate software approach, low-level approximate adder circuits, or high-level
approximate Cache hierarchy; (2) adopt heuristic algorithm or evolution optimization to search the
best solution from more approximate options smartly and quickly. The large Bayesian network size
causes a huge solution space to configure the approximate techniques for best tradeoffs. These efficient
search algorithms are required instead of exhaustive method. The enhanced HEAP will not only
help designers to decide the appropriate quality-power (or performance) tradeoffs faster and more
accurately, but also further shortens the time-to-market of an approximate accelerator very well.
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